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Broadband graphene polarizer
Qiaoliang Bao1, Han Zhang2,5, Bing Wang3, Zhenhua Ni4, Candy Haley Yi Xuan Lim1, Yu Wang1,
Ding Yuan Tang2 and Kian Ping Loh1 *
Conventional polarizers can be classiﬁed into three main modes
of operation: sheet polarizer using anisotropic absorption
media, prism polarizer by refraction and Brewster-angle polarizer by reﬂection1. These polarizing components are not easily
integrated with photonic circuits. The in-line ﬁbre polarizer,
which relies on polarization-selective coupling between the
evanescent ﬁeld and birefringent crystal2 or metal3–7, is a promising alternative because of its compatibility with most
ﬁbre-optic systems. Here, we demonstrate the operation of a
broadband ﬁbre polarizer based on graphene, an ultrathin
two-dimensional carbon material. The out-coupled light in the
telecommunication band shows a strong s-polarization effect
with an extinction ratio of 27 dB. Unlike polarizers made from
thin metal ﬁlm, a graphene polarizer can support transverseelectric-mode surface wave propagation due to its linear
dispersion of Dirac electrons.
Graphene has attracted a high level of research interest because of
its exceptional electronic transport properties8, which have great
potential in applications in the ﬁeld of nanoelectronics. Its photonic
properties are equally remarkable9,10. The universal optical conductance of graphene is deﬁned by the ﬁne structure constant and is
independent of frequency over a wide range11. Its zero bandgap
affords the beneﬁt of high-bandwidth detection of light12. The
facile saturation of its absorption due to Pauli blocking enables graphene to be used as a saturable absorber in broadband, ultrafast
mode-locked lasers for use in telecommunications13,14. Its twodimensional nature also allows the fabrication of photonic circuits
with ultrathin optical elements. In these circuits, graphene may be
used to carry out the creation, routing, modulation or detection of
light. Light modulation by means of polarization management is
vital to avoid signal fading and error in coherent optic communications as well as in optical gyroscopes and interferometric
sensors. The ability to couple and modulate light with such an ultrathin guiding material has yet to be experimentally demonstrated
despite several theoretical investigations15–19.
In this Letter, we demonstrate the coupling, guiding and polarizing of electromagnetic waves by graphene. The polarization mechanism is attributed to the differential attenuation of two
polarization modes. In conventional two-dimensional electron
systems, for example consisting of an ultrathin metal ﬁlm and a
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well, the local dynamic conductivity
described by the Drude model has the form s(v) ¼ inse 2/m(v þ it)
(ref. 20), where ns , e, m and t are the concentration, charge, effective
mass and scattering rate of two-dimensional electrons, respectively.
As s(v) has a positive imaginary part s′′ , only the transversemagnetic (TM) mode can propagate in such structures; the transverseelectric (TE) mode is forbidden at a single interface between a
metal and a dielectric according to boundary conditions19. The

spectra of electromagnetic modes are sensitive to the electron
(hole) mass. However, the situation in graphene is quite different
because of its massless Dirac fermions. The dynamic conductivity
of graphene can be determined from the Kubo formalism, consisting of intraband and interband contributions: s(v) ¼ sintra(v) þ
sinter(v) (see Methods)21,22. The imaginary part s′′ plays an important role in the propagation of surface waves in a graphene sheet.
The imaginary part of sintra(v) is always positive so that the TM
mode can be supported (providing the chemical potential m = 0).
At Év/2 . |m|, the contribution of interband optical transition
gives rise to the negative imaginary part of sinter(v), which supports
the conditions for TE mode existence19. This TE mode has a weakly
damped wave propagating along the graphene sheet at close to the
velocity of light19, and it is this that underpins the basis for the development of a broadband graphene TE-pass polarizer.
Figure 1a presents a schematic of an in-line ﬁbre-to-graphene
coupler, capable of coupling electromagnetic waves into a twodimensional graphene plane. Optical images of the graphene
optical device are shown in Fig. 1b,c. In this conﬁguration, the dispersion and birefringence (the effective index difference) of the
planar waveguide play important roles in the effective coupling of
light and the selectivity for wavelength and polarization. Similar
to surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) in metal ﬁlms23, radiation originating from leaky modes or surface scattering are key signatures of
strong perturbations of the fundamental core mode by graphene in
terms of coupling and guiding. The radiative green light (Fig. 1d)
that originates from the interaction of the graphene and ﬁbre can
be observed easily with the naked eye, indicating effective coupling.
Such leakage radiation shows distance-dependent damping
(Supplementary Fig. S2c). With the help of a polarization analyser
equipped with an optical microscope (Supplementary Fig. S2), it
was found that the radiative light is highly s-polarized (orthogonal
to the plane of incidence), which attests to coupling and guiding
of the TE mode by the graphene. This polarizing effect is highly
reproducible when white light is used as the excitation source
(Supplementary Fig. S3), suggesting the possibility of broadband
polarization of light.
The polarization extinction ratios at both visible and near-infrared (NIR) frequencies were measured (see Methods and
Supplementary Information). Using visible light as the excitation
source (Supplementary Fig. S4), monolayer graphene with propagation distance LG ¼ 2.1 mm gave an extinction ratio of 14.2 dB
for green (532 nm) light and 13.9 dB for blue (488 nm) light, as
shown in Fig. 2a. The maximum output occurred at u ¼ 08, and
the minimum appeared at u ¼ 908, conﬁrming the s-polarized
nature of transmitted light. Even stronger polarization occurred
for NIR wavelengths, with an extinction ratio of 18.3 dB at
980 nm, 15.7 dB at 1,300 nm, 18.4 dB at 1,480 nm
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Figure 1 | Fibre-to-graphene coupler and optical polarization. a, Schematic model of ﬁbre-to-graphene coupler based on a side-polished optical ﬁbre. LG ,
propagation distance (length of covered graphene ﬁlm). Polarization angle u is deﬁned as the angle between the polarization direction of the analyser (in x–y
plane) and the graphene plane (y–z plane). b, Optical image of laterally polished optical ﬁbre. Red arrows indicate joints (separated by 15 mm) between the
side-polished and unpolished sections. c, Optical image showing a planar section of optical ﬁbre covered by few-layer (4–5 layers) graphene ﬁlm, which
gives a darker contrast compared to the naked region. d, Optical image showing radiative green light from the ﬁbre-to-graphene coupler with excitation at
532 nm (1 mW). e,f, Polarized optical image of the radiative light along the s (e) and p (f) polarizations (taken under the same illumination light intensity).
The radiative line along the axis of the ﬁbre core in e indicates a strong interaction between the graphene and the excitation light.
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Figure 2 | Broadband polarizing effect of graphene. a, Polar image measured at 488 and 532 nm (LG ¼ 2.1 mm). The curves are cos2 ﬁts. The green line
indicates the projection of the graphene ﬁlm in the x–y plane (Fig. 1a). CCD, charge-coupled device. b, Polar image measured at 980 nm (LG ¼ 3 mm) and
1,550 nm (LG ¼ 2.1 mm). c, Polarization measurements conducted in the wavelength range 820–955 nm (LG ¼ 3 mm) and in the telecommunication C-band
from 1,530 to 1,630 nm (LG ¼ 2.1 mm). The output maximum (green area) and minimum (yellow area) were recorded at polarization angles u ¼ 08 and 908,
respectively. d, Polarization extinction ratio as a function of LG measured at 1,550 nm. The saturation and reduction of the extinction ratio at larger LG are
attributed to the limitation of our measurement system because both polarization modes are greatly weakened and the TM polarization mode is attenuated
beyond the detection minimum of the power meter (250 dBm). The error bars represent standard deviation of the measurements.
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Figure 3 | Numerical model. a,b, Perspective view (a) and cross-section (b) of the side-polished optical ﬁbre. c, Two-dimensional theoretical model showing
the graphene/silica ﬁbre and cladding/core interfaces in the plane of incidence (s, surface conductivity of graphene; refractive index, n1 ¼ 1.0, n2 ¼ 1.468,
n3 ¼ 1.463). In the model, we assume z to be the direction of propagation, x is perpendicular to the graphene plane and y is invariant.

and 23.6 dB at 1,550 nm (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. S9). When
1 mW (0 dBm) light (1,550 nm) was directed into the ﬁbre-tographene coupler, the output light at u ¼ 908 and 2708 was greatly
suppressed to give 245+0.3 dBm, whereas outputs at u ¼ 08 and
1808 gave a value of –21.4+0.5 dBm. Polarization measurements
were also carried out in continuous wavelengths in the range 820–
955 nm and in the telecommunication C-band at 1,530–1,630 nm
(Fig. 2c), giving extinction ratios of 15+0.6 dB and 19+
2.5 dB, respectively. These results attest to the potential of graphene
to function as a broadband polarizer. A control experiment was also
conducted on the as-received side-polished optical ﬁbre without
graphene cladding, resulting in the observation of no polarizing
effect. When considering the insertion loss of the measurement
system (15 dB at 1,550 nm), the insertion loss due to graphene
was 5 dB, which is higher than that reported for commercial
devices, which have typical insertion losses below 1.5 dB. The
insertion loss here is mostly linked to the continuity and uniformity
of the graphene ﬁlm (see Supplementary Information for
more details).
Controlling the propagation distance in a graphene waveguide
affords a route for scaling the difference between the two polarization modes. For example, increasing the lateral dimension of the
graphene ﬁlm will give a larger extinction ratio, as illustrated in
Fig. 2d. A maximum value of 27 dB can be obtained with LG ≈
3.5 mm. The electronic structure of monolayer graphene is preserved in few-layer graphene due to the misoriented stacking
order and effective decoupling of adjacent layers8,13, so few-layer
graphene gives a similar polarizing effect to that of monolayer graphene, but with a lower extinction ratio (maximum, 25 dB) and
moderate dependence on LG. The magnitude of the extinction
ratio is comparable to those of similarly conﬁgured polarizers
using metal thin ﬁlm (39 dB for indium4 and 47 dB for gold3 at
820 nm, 24 dB for silver at 1,300 nm and 31 dB for aluminium24
at 1,550 nm). In metal-clad polarizers, broadband polarization
and high extinction ratios can be achieved by engineering more
complex structures incorporating resonant buffer layers5,7, an
index overlay6 or multilayer leaky structures25. It should be emphasized that the selective, broadband transmittance of the TE mode in
a graphene-based polarizer is simple and robust, in contrast to the
situation for metal polarizers, where stringent control of the thickness of the ﬁlm is necessary to fulﬁl the phase-matching conditions26,27. For comparison, when a gold thin ﬁlm (thickness,
50 nm; LG ¼ 3.5 mm) was evaporated on the side-polished ﬁbre,
we only observed a TM pass polarizing effect with an extinction
ratio of 5.5 dB at 980 nm and 10.4 dB at 1,550 nm
(Supplementary Fig. S13).
To obtain further insight, a theoretical model was built to study
the guiding of surface waves by graphene (Fig. 3). Because of the
inﬁnitesimal thickness of graphene, it can be considered as an
embedded conductive interface between two dielectrics (silica
core/graphene/air)16,28. The effective index method29 was used to
calculate the dispersion relation (see Methods and Supplementary

Information). To account for the cylindrical geometry effect of
the ﬁbre core, integration was carried out along the curved boundary, assuming that the cylindrical waveguide consisted of planar
counterparts with continuously varying thickness.
Multimode propagation is possible below the cutoff wavelength
of single-mode ﬁbre. In the ﬁbre-to-graphene coupler, coupling
and conﬁnement by graphene induces higher-order leaky
modes16, which play a key role in ﬁltering out TM polarization.
Figure 4a depicts the real part of the effective index (neff ) of the
possible existing modes in the visible–NIR frequency range. The
value of neff in the guided modes lies between n2 and n3 (horizontal
dashed green lines), and the modes manifest as leaky waves in a
certain wavelength range where neff , n3. Figure 4b shows the imaginary part of neff. It correlates with propagation loss through the
attenuation constant a ¼ Im(neff )k0 , as illustrated in Fig. 4c. It is
apparent that the attenuation of TM polarization is always larger
than that of TE polarization for all leaky modes. This means that
TM modes suffer greater loss than TE modes with the same propagation distance. Because higher-order leaky modes decay very
quickly and have relatively small propagation lengths (Fig. 4d), the
lowest-order leaky modes dominate the loss regime in the corresponding wavelength range; that is, the ﬁrst-order mode (m ¼ 1)
for l . 1,180 nm, the second-order mode (m ¼ 2) for l [
(687 nm, 1,180 nm), the third-order mode (m ¼ 3) for l [
(523 nm, 687 nm) and the fourth-order mode (m ¼ 4) for l [
(400 nm, 523 nm). Furthermore, our simulation reveals a nonzero
and relatively larger magnitude for the TE modal ﬁeld compared to
the TM modal ﬁeld at the graphene/ﬁbre interface (Supplementary
Fig. S15a). We can therefore conclude that the polarizing effect
observed is a direct consequence of the difference in the attenuation
of the TM and TE polarizations of the lower-order leaky modes.
The extinction ratio of such a graphene polarizer can be calculated by multiplying the difference in the attenuation constant by
the propagation distance; that is, (aTM 2 aTE)LG. Theoretical
results were compared with experimental observations (Fig. 4e),
and revealed several important features. First, theoretical curves
appear to be piecewise continuous, because each leaky mode has
an identical cutoff wavelength (Fig. 4a). Second, the extinction
ratio increases with increasing wavelength within each section.
Finally, the experimental results measured at different wavelengths
agree well with the performed simulations. Figure 4f shows the
extinction ratio as a function of the length of the graphene ﬁlm.
The extinction ratio was found to be proportional to the propagation distance. Few-layer graphene has a slightly reduced extinction ratio with increasing thickness, as shown in the inset to
Fig. 4f. This can be explained by the reduced damping of the TM
mode resulting from the multiple conductivity of the few-layer graphene30, whereas the attenuation of the TE mode remains largely
unchanged. The difference between the extinction ratios of monolayer graphene and ﬁve-layer graphene is 1 dB (LG¼ 3 mm),
which is quite close to the difference observed in the
experiments (Fig. 2d).
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Figure 4 | Numerical calculation of electromagnetic modes in graphene. a, Real part of the effective index neff of the possible modes in a monolayer
graphene–ﬁbre hybrid waveguide. b, Imaginary part of neff for each mode. c, Attenuation of TM and TE polarizations of each mode. d, Propagation length of
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Tuning the chemical potential allows the sign of complex conductivity to be varied sensitively at infrared frequencies. As
explained by equations (3) and (4) (see Methods), the relative contribution of the intraband and interband conductivities varies with
chemical potential and frequency, so tuning these affords some
control over the propagation of the surface waves. Ideally, pristine
graphene at m ¼ 0 has no intraband Drude contribution, whereas
the interband contribution extends from zero to the band edge
and this supports the TE-mode surface wave. At 0 , |m| , Év/2,
the interband contribution becomes larger at higher frequencies.
If graphene is doped to a relatively high level (|m| . Év/2), the
interband conductivity becomes imaginary and the intraband contribution becomes dominant, thereby supporting the TM-mode
surface wave16,18. The chemical potential
√of
 graphene can be modulated by electrical gating (m / sgn Vg V g ), or chemical doping,
thus affording the possibility of making either a TE-pass or TMpass graphene polarizer. Achieving such versatility in a metal-clad
ﬁbre polarizer is very difﬁcult, as its mode selection is controlled
by bulk properties and the thickness of the buffer layer.
In conclusion, we have studied the interaction of an electromagnetic ﬁeld with graphene. A graphene TE-pass polarizer with an
extinction ratio up to 27 dB in the telecommunications band
has been demonstrated. Numerical calculations reveal that the
polarizing effect originates from the different attenuation of the
TE and TM modes. The broadband polarizing effect of graphene
from visible to NIR wavelengths provides an all-in-one solution
for ultra-broadband light modulation, with the added advantages
of simpler fabrication and lower cost than metal-clad polarizers.
In addition, graphene affords the extra dimension of chemical tunability, which will allow the fabrication of environment-sensitive
polarizers in the future.
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Methods
Existence of the TE mode. Because graphene is a truly two-dimensional electronic
system, the spectrum of the electromagnetic TM mode in a free-standing graphene
sheet is governed by19
1+


2pjs(v) q2 − v2 /c2
=0
v

(1)

and the TE mode has the form
2pjvs(v)
1 −  = 0
c2 q2 − v2 /c2

(2)

Obviously, the TM mode exists only if the imaginary part of s(v) is positive and the
TE mode if it is negative. The dynamic conductivity s(v) in graphene derived from
the Kubo formula consists of both intraband and interband contributions21,22.
Assuming kBT≪|m|, the intraband contribution can be simpliﬁed into the
Drude-like form18,28,

sintra (v) =

je2 m
ph2 (v + jt−1 )

(3)

For kBT≪|m| and hv, the interband conductivity can be approximated as21,22

sinter (v) =

  

2m − (v + jt−1 )h
je2
ln  
4ph
2 m + (v + jt−1 )h

(4)

where –e is the charge of an electron, h ¼ h/2p is the reduced Planck’s constant, v is
the radian frequency, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, m is chemical
potential, t is the relaxation time, j is the imaginary unit and e jvt is the time
variation. With s ¼ s′ þ js′′ , it can be seen that s ′′intra . 0 if m = 0, so the TM
mode is supported; s ′′inter , 0 if hv/2 . |m|, the TE mode is supported.
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Fabrication of the polarizer. Large-area monolayer and few-layer graphene ﬁlms
were grown by chemical vapour deposition on copper30 and nickel13, respectively.
The layer thickness of the graphene was conﬁrmed by optical contrast and Raman
spectroscopy (Supplementary Fig. S1). A poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) thin
ﬁlm with a thickness of 100 nm was spin-coated onto the as-grown graphene
ﬁlm, followed by etching of the copper and nickel catalysts in FeCl3 solution.
PMMA-supported graphene ﬁlms were then thoroughly rinsed in deionized water
and transferred onto the planar region of the optical ﬁbre by immersing the optical
ﬁbre beneath the water/graphene interface, followed by a gentle scooping of the
graphene sheet onto the optical ﬁbre. The sample was submerged in acetone to
remove the PMMA. As-prepared samples were dried carefully under a gentle stream
of N2 gas before storage.
Optical measurements. The side of a single-mode optical ﬁbre (SMF-28) was
polished into the ﬁbre core with a polished depth of 1 mm (insertion loss, 5 dB)
to obtain a stronger interaction between the graphene waveguide and the
electromagnetic ﬁeld. Measurements were performed from the visible to the NIR
range, with the experimental set-up differing according to the light sources used for
each wavelength (see Supplementary Information for more details). For light sources
with very weak polarization, the light was directly coupled into the graphene
polarizer and another polarizer was placed after it to resolve the output power versus
polarization angle (Supplementary Figs S4 and S5). For light sources with a certain
polarization, the polarization state of the light coupled into the graphene polarizer
was controlled by a half-wave plate and polarizer (Supplementary Figs S6 and S8).
The output light (directly from the graphene polarizer) at varying polarization
angles was monitored by a power/energy meter and an optical spectrum analyser.
The experiments involved the coupling of light between free-space and optical ﬁbres,
with the ﬁbres held as straight as possible to prevent additional birefringence.
Numerical model. Interaction between the electromagnetic wave and the graphene
can be considered by solving Maxwell’s equations and applying a microscopic
quantum-dynamical model for a conductive surface. A semiclassical approach16,19,28
was used and graphene was assumed to be a perturbation of a perfectly conducting
planar waveguide. By matching the boundary conditions, the dispersion relation of
the planar waveguide embedded with graphene could be achieved (see Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Information for more details):
atan(Ca ) + atan(Cb ) + mp = g2 d

(5)

For TM modes,
Ca =




g1 12
sg1 −1
1+
,
11 g2
v10 11

Cb =

g3 12
13 g2

(6)

and for TE modes,
Ca =



g1 + vm0 s
,
g2

Cb =

g3
g2

(7)

wherem
is the order of the
mode, 1i is the relative
permittivity of region i,


g1 = b2 − 11 k20 , g2 = 12 k20 − b2 and g3 = b2 − 13 k20 , k0 ¼ v/c is the
free-space wavenumber, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and d is the distance
between interfaces a and b (Fig. 3c).
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